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EU and Azerbaijan

• The EU launched formal relations with Azerbaijan on 
April 22, 1996 by signing the EU-Azerbaijan 
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) in Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) in 
Luxemburg. 

• On June 14, 2004, the EU adopted the European 
Neighborhood Policy’s Action Plan and Azerbaijan 
joined to the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP). 

• The next important step in relations between 
Azerbaijan and the EU was the launching of the 
Eastern Partnership (EaP) in 2009 in Prague. 



Official Visa Negotiations between EU 

and Azerbaijan 
�The European Union issued a mandate to start 
negotiations on readmission and visa facilitation with 
Azerbaijan on December, 2011. 

� The first round of the negotiations on the visa facilitation � The first round of the negotiations on the visa facilitation 
and readmission agreements between EU and Azerbaijan 
held on March 01-02, 2012 in Baku

�The Visa Facilitation and Readmission Agreements 
Negotiations were conducted between the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, the State Migration Service and the EU 
International Affairs Unit and  EU Visa Policy Unit (both 
from EU Commission Directorate for Home Affairs)



Existing Problems

• Adaptation of biometric passports

�The Azerbaijan Republic has not begun application of 
biometric passportsbiometric passports

�The president of the Azerbaijan Republic approved ‘The 
State Program, 2007-2012, on Creation of biometric 
identification system in the Azerbaijan Republic’ on 
February 13th 2007

�No exact road-map when biometric passports will be 
applied



Existing Problems

• Document security

�The Republic of Azerbaijan does not apply the latest 
biometric technologies 

�On June 13, 2008, Azerbaijan adopted the law on 
“Biometric information”. In this law, biometric 
information includes finger, palm and face prints, iris information includes finger, palm and face prints, iris 
of eye, the fragment of voice and its acoustic 
features, the result of DNI analysis, the sizes and 
special features of body, hand-writing and signature 
and etc

�State Program set the plan of actions for the years 
2007-2012 to implement the latest biometric 
technologies in Azerbaijan



Existing Problems

• Border management policy

�Arrivals and departures to Azerbaijan and passport issues are 
all regulated by the law on “To depart, to arrive and passports” all regulated by the law on “To depart, to arrive and passports” 
which was adopted on June 14, 1994. There have been 22 
amendments and changes to this law since it was adopted

�“Exit-enter” automotive information-searching system 
(AMAS)” has been established. This system is inter-
government information database of the Ministries of National 
Security, Defense, Internal Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Justice, 
Taxes, as well as State Border Service, Special State Security 
Service and State Marine Service at the Ministry of Cabinet



Existing Problems

• Migration

According to the law on Immigration, which was adopted by the Republic of 
Azerbaijan on December 22, 1998, an immigrant is a person (foreign citizens 
and persons without citizenship) who is permitted to live in Azerbaijan and persons without citizenship) who is permitted to live in Azerbaijan 
permanently. 

Before June 30, 2009, the date of the decree of the Republic of Azerbaijan on 
application of the “One Window System” in the regulation of migration 
processes, to get permission to reside in Azerbaijan permanently was difficult 
and a bureaucratic process that some even say was very corrupted. 

On September 13, 2010, the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan issued a 
decree #326 on “the registration of visas of foreigners and persons who do not 
have citizenship” which made some changes to previous procedures. The 
changes made it more difficult for foreigners to come to Azerbaijan. According 
to previous regulation, the foreign citizens of some countries could get a visa at 
the airport or at the border. Now they have to apply for the visa one-month 
before arriving at one of Azerbaijan’s embassies outside of the country. 



Existing Problems

• Public Order and Security

�Azerbaijan has ratified almost all significant international 
Conventions and treaties against organized crime, corruption, 
terrorism, human trafficking, as well as human rights.  
Conventions and treaties against organized crime, corruption, 
terrorism, human trafficking, as well as human rights.  

�One of the main challenges to the democratic development, 
future prosperity and security of Azerbaijan is its high level of 
corruption.

� According to the Corruption Perception Index 2010 of 
Transparency International, Azerbaijan ranked 134th place 
among 178 states of the world. The government has failed to 
achieve substantial results in the last few years despite 
administrative and legislative measures. 



Next steps/priorities

• The two agreements are under discussion; visa 
facilitation and readmission.

Including:
�Reduced visa fees for all citizens; �Reduced visa fees for all citizens; 
�Issuance of visas for an intended stay of no more than 90 
days per period of 180 days, fee waivers for certain 
categories of people; 

�Maximum processing time of 10 calendar days; 
simplified supporting document requirements; wider 
issuance of multiple-entry visas for certain categories; 

�and enhanced mobility in a secured and well-managed 
environment



Conclusions

�Although Azerbaijan has laid comprehensive legislative 

background to decrease the level of corruption, there is no 

significant improvement in this fieldsignificant improvement in this field

�Cooperation with Civil Society in decision-making 

process is one of the main areas where Azerbaijan has the 

most serious problems.; 

�After analyzing the whole reforms and 

convergence/approximation of laws and institutions to the 

European standards, we can assume that Azerbaijan has 

been doing all reforms unwillingly. 



Recommendations

• On Legislation Sphere

�Adapting of Protocol to the Convention for the Protection of Individuals 
with regard to automatic processing of personal data regarding supervisory 
authorities and representatives of international information flows, 2001authorities and representatives of international information flows, 2001

�Approving of the Data Protection Directive (officially Directive 95/46/EC 
on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal 
data and on the free movement of such data), 1981

�Adapting of European Convention on the Repatriation of Minors, 1970

�Adopting and implementing of legislation on movement of persons at the 
external borders, legislation on border authorities in line with 2007 
National Strategy of Integrated Border Management



Recommendations  

• On Technical Sphere

�Establishing of data protection according to EU 
standards:standards:

�To foster the application of biometric passports

�Setting up of cooperation with FRONTEX

�Establishing of exchange system of data with Europol

�Presence of EU border assistance missions



Recommendations

• On  Management Sphere

� Combating corruption which might pave the way for organized crime and 
terrorist organizations to use the territory of Azerbaijan and might even 
undermine the reforms on application of the latest biometric identification undermine the reforms on application of the latest biometric identification 
technologies. 

� Enhancing the role of Civil Society Organizations since the governments of 
Azerbaijan and the EU have to put more effort into making sure that the 
Civil Society Organizations of Azerbaijan play a larger role in the decision-
making process. 

� To start reforms of public administration or institutional reforms because 
the current structure of the  government of Azerbaijan demonstrates that it 
needs more institutional reforms. 



Recommendations

• EC is recommended to do;

� Support convergence of the current legislation and undertaken reforms on 
migration, border policy, migration, terrorism, biometric documents, asylum policy, 
money laundering and etc., should be analyzed separately by different international money laundering and etc., should be analyzed separately by different international 
experts and there must be an opinion of independent experts available for each 
separate law.

� Fulfilled gap in proper cooperation between Azerbaijan and EU member states on 
law-enforcement matters. Azerbaijan has also not had an agreement with 
EUROPOL on cooperation. Therefore, we think it is an area where the 
governments of Azerbaijan and the EU, as well as its individual member states, 
have to pay attention, and in coming years this gap should be fulfilled.

� EC is recommended to follow the work of others groups that deal with cross-
thematic issues like academic exchange and migration, human rights, anti-
corruption and all directly and indirectly spheres



More Information

More information is available at www.cesd.az

Contact at info@cesd.azContact at info@cesd.az


